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This article explains the search resources available in EMIS Web for the 2021/22 Seasonal Influenza vaccination programme.
There are 2 published rulesets for seasonal influenza – PRIMIS Uptake rulesets and CQRS payment rulesets. Neither of these are
designed for recall, but we understand that you need recall tools to help you plan your flu campaign. We've made the decision to
produce our protocol and recall searches based on the PRIMIS uptake ruleset as these are well respected and are clinically
reviewed annually, unlike the CQRS ruleset which is created solely for payment purposes.
Within each section below, there will be folders/items designed specifically for Northern Ireland customers.

Searches
Call/recall searches
The call/recall searches for 2021/22 are available in the following EMIS Library Population Reporting folders: SNOMED
Searches > Cytology and Immunisation > Seasonal Vaccinations > Influenza Vaccinations RECALL 2021/22 > Call/Recall
Searches:

Where we deem it clinically necessary we make amendments to the searches meaning they don't fully match the PRIMIS ruleset. If
you'd like further information about these changes please ask on the EMIS Now Community forums.
The purpose of the recall searches is to highlight patients who may be eligible for vaccination, however it still requires clinical
judgement in individual cases as to whether to proceed with immunisation.

Supplementary Searches

The supplementary searches are available in the following EMIS Library Population Reporting folders: SNOMED
Searches > Cytology and Immunisation > Seasonal Vaccinations > Influenza Vaccinations RECALL 2021/22 >
Supplementary Searches:

Enhanced Service searches
Enhanced Services (Patient Management) searches for 2021/22 will be released soon.

You'll find Enhanced Services (Patient Management) searches within the following Population Reporting folders: SNOMED
Searches > Enhanced Services (Patient Management) > Enhanced Services 2020/21 > Seasonal Influenza 2020/21.
These searches are created for the Seasonal Influenza Enhanced Service and not the Childhood Influenza Enhanced Service.
Patient Management searches help with the call/recall of patients and are not an indication of achievement. Your achievement for
the seasonal influenza enhanced service will be extracted via GPES. You’ll be able to view the extracted figures in Viewing data
extracted to CQRS in Enquiry Manager.

Uptake searches
Uptake searches for 2021/22 will be released soon.
Your seasonal influenza uptake figures are uploaded to ImmForm automatically. However, if you wanted to compare or keep a
check on your figures throughout your campaign, you can do so using our library reports.
These uptake searches are available in the following EMIS Library Population Reporting folders: SNOMED Searches > Cytology
and Immunisation > Seasonal Vaccinations > Previous Years > Influenza Vaccinations UPTAKE 2020/21. Here you'll
find folders split into at-risk groups, each containing searches displaying patients at risk and patients vaccinated.

Protocols

You'll find the 2021/22 protocol for the influenza vaccination in Templates & Protocols: EMIS Library > EMIS
Protocols > Influenza/Pneumococcal Protocols.

The protocol is based on the PRIMIS specification, This means patients who receive an alert are clinically eligible for the
vaccination but may not attract payment. Clinical judgement should be used to decide which patients you vaccinate.

Templates
You'll find the template in Templates & Protocols: EMIS Library > Primary Care Templates > Immunisations.
The alert within the influenza protocol links to a Library Item, when you double click the alert the library item that contains the
relevant information/codes will launch.

The Immunisations template can also be used to record the vaccination, for children the Childhood Immunisation template can be
used. You can run both templates on a patient record by clicking Add > Data using template.

